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You~ve heard about ~tudent travel discounts·for a long
time. But each time you got close to the discount, maybe ·
it didn't turn out to be such a bargain after all.
Well, welcome to 0ntej, specialist in student and bargain
travel, and part of a world-wide network called the International Student Travel Conference and the Council of
International Educational Exchange (C.I.E.O
With 0ntej, you ·can save time and money. Whether your
travel plans mean going home for the weekend, or going to
Europe for the summer, we can help open the door to as
much as 40% savings off normal airfares, plus discounts on
hotels, tours, ~ven car rentals.
All you need is your own International Student Identification Card, and you're on your way!
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--------------------~;dn~t; save money on travel.
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D Information on how to get
my I.D. card.
0 Information on Work/Study/
Language Programs. ·

•

•

Mail to: Ontej/C.I.E.E.
701 S.W. 27th Avenue
Box 900
Miami, FL 33135

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ City _ _ _ State _ _ Zip
Phone _ _ _ _ College/Univer~ity

·I
I

-I
I

For information and reservations call (800) 321-8380.
(In Miami, 642-1370)
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LARRY GILBERT YVONNE
628-8659 5 17 Park Avenue South, Winter Park
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C.LASSES

FORMING NOW!

AND OVER 35 OTHER STANDARDIZE.D

ORLANDO AREA CENTER
2238 WINTER WOODS BLVD.
WINTER PARK, FL. -32789

678-8400

Rollins' Crew Team in Tam;pa
see story on page 12
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The Rollins Sandspur, Florida's
oldest college newsp'Jper, was
established in 1894 with the following
editorial:
"Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and
pointed, well rounded yet many sided, assidiously tenacious, yet as ·gritty
and tenacious as its name implies,
victorious in single combat and
therefore without peer, wonderfully
· attractive and extensive in "circulation, all these will be forced upon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of the Sandspur."
The Rollins Sandspur is a publication produced by the students of
Rollins College. Sandspur offices are
located in the Student Center, Rollins
College. The Rollins Sandspur is produced at the Type People, 722 W.
Smith St., Orlando, FL. and printed cit
the Oviedo Outlook, Oviedo, FL.
In an effort to establish a continuing
dialogue within the rollins community; ,
the Rollins Sandspur promotes discussion indigenious to the scholastic environment. Therefore this paper encourages students to voice their opinions or concerns on pertinent issues
in the form of letters to the editor.
Letters will be printed on a spaceavailable basis. All letters ml.!st be

·.····· . ·.···.·
.
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·Difference and Dignity:·
Hatred Exposed
ByJayWerba
Reports of gross injustices
continued trickling in. The
powers that be were frightened.
What was happening to the pristine village of Rollins College,
that jewel set amidst the beauty
and splendor of Winter . Park.
Certainly, the reports of horrific
occurances were not' consistent
with the admissions magazine ·
that had just been released. In
the magazine are quotes ·a nd pictures, all designed to proudly
burnish the fine reputation of
Rollins. The magazine has pictures of people interacting pleasantly. There is a feeling of community, shared commitment and
a strong sense of f~y. No
where does the magazine hint
the fact that some members of
this close knit "family" run
around screaming racist slogans.
And yet, it _is happening. In
t:hi$ safe little community, a few
people race aro\J.Ild screaming
nigger, scrawling NAZI insignias
on Jewish peoples' doors, attacking homosexuals, etc. This was
not reflected in the application
magazine because the school
needs students to survive and
who wants to immerse themselves in a society containing a .
few spiteful people.

But nonetheless, the administration just had to do something.
Things had reached a boiling
point. Tensions were flaring. An
awful lot of minority students
were unhappy and · they began
vocalizing this· .unhappiness.
Whenever students bring to light
certain serious injus_tices, admin-

istrators grow uneasy. Difference
and Dignity Week was born to
quell this uneasiness.
. Quickly, signs advertising this
momentous event were printed.
They were non-descript, safe
looking signs. They were not the
kind of signs that instill a sense of
urgency. Instead, they permeated . a soft glow, creating a
sense of warmth. The signs were
liars. How warm and · safe can
raw hatred he?
I took my seat in Bush Aud-itorium, not knowing quite what
to expect. Brenda Blasingame, a
black senior, stood up and delivered a movingly eloquent
speech. It is always remarkable
to find out how naive we can
sometimes be. I was confident in
my understanding of racial
inequality, but as Brenda spoke,
I came to realize th:it I had no
-grasp of the concept at all. Had I
ever really considered ·what it
would be like to be black? Did I
ever wonder what a black must
feel living in a predominately
white community? Brenda
forced me to realize that I have
the ability to hide. If I don't
want to be noticed, I can just
walk around like a mechanical
robot and fit right in. After all,
I'm whi.te. I can hide my problems, my fears, my hang-ups.
But to be black. . . As Brenda
pointed out, when you are black,
you can't hide. A black person
carries their blackness with them
everywhere. No matter how desblack person may
perately
want to hide, it is just impossible.
Jeff Johnson, a self proclaimed homosexual sophomore,

a

received by the Monday before the
paper appears. All letters should be
addressed: Editor, Rollins SOndspur,
Box 2742, Rollins College.
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spoke about the harrasmient
has experienced in the past
years. He explained that his ..
school was extremely hom
phobic. He had a hopeful . ·
of college where people just
of sat around and talked a
life·regardless of race, gender,
sexual preference. Jeffs visi
was immediately shattered wh
he entered Rollins as a fresh
man. He said that th
atmosphere at Rollins was wo
than the atmosphere at his ol
high school.
Jeff was describing scenes
sexual harrassment and he to
of a person urinating on his domi
last year. That is certainly inter,:
esting. What kind of perso
would urinate on someone'
door? Does this person love him
self7 Does he have any self re
spect?
It is interesting to note
the most moving, heartfelt
speeches were delivered b
Brenda and Jeff. · The profes.,ors
sounded tired; used up. There
was no emotion left in the voices'
of these tired veterans. But they.
were there and speaking honestly, which is important in itself.
Difference and Dignity Week
was an important step in the
right direction. It brought
people together to talk about
problems that needed to be discussed. But now it is over. The
lying signs have all been removed
and discarded. And now, as I sit
here contemplating this closing
sentence, I can hear someone
viciously pounding on a door
down the hall screaming out
"faggot, faggot, faggot!"

-

CENTE~NIAL NEAR CATASTROPHE
-.,s 7 weeks into the ban and
were really starting to get
. The militancy of the stud? (or cadres as they pre-

the ki1l. Rollins students had the .
audacity to break into the WP
public library and take thefr
books, magazines, equipment,
to call themselves) was
etc. and strategfr:ally distribute ·
· . Th.e Winter Park
them in the new OLIN library
had been put on alert after - clai"mz'ng that z't was necessary
· · frantic calls from the
to bring the college's scholarly
••lfllW,)· at the fteldhouse. Some holdings up to standard 'interseemed near the breakcollegiate -levels. What really
point after facing pickets for angered local cz'tu.enry and frustks and several were extremerated local law enforcement ofax,rried about Coach Howell fi"cz'als so much was that the job
had been involved 'in 48 was done so smoothly and with
of intense, non-stop negosuch precisz'on that there was no
jtio,,s with reps from ROC,
way to tell whz'ch students were
IJE, and WIM (Women's Intra- , involved. They had to choose
fural movement). The clerical between arresting the .entz're
jd support staff were partz'cu- student body or no one unless
~ concerned that Gordy would
someone told, and no one dz'd.
'1fltk and some of them would be
The press had a field day with
ferced to work evening/night that story and Dan Rather had z·t
sf,ifts to keep the buz'ldz'ng as his closing story on the na#onal
open 18 hours a day, 7 days a evening news.
,oeek. Whenever they looked in
My favorite event occurred
on Gordy with that 2 day old around a state intercollegiate ·
s,uffy beard, they'd shudder.
sw1:m meet that took place that
And the parking sz'tuatz'on . . . fall. A group of early. morning
ti)/lat a mess! The WIM, incensed
Rollins swimmers got tz'-red of
dJler lack of space for women's
competing with each other. They
cer and field hockey, had enl-isted a group of Winter Park
over two parking lots with
Hz'gh School students, .faked some
down stn1ies z'n combinatz'on NCAA credent'ials and entered
·h round the clock matches. the meet. They were in second
had managed to get sup- place coming down to the final
from students from nearby events before being discovered
· h schools and even arch rival and getting kicked o_u i of the
'CF. It was rumored that several meet. This must have spurred
hstees whose cars had been athletz'c enthusiasm because a
on Park Ave. were be- week later, 500 people showed
to put pressure on Thad, - up at the opening soccer match
S0!"6 said, seCTetly seemed and a month later 1000 were on
hand at the basketball season
be enjoying it all. .
But the biggest controversy opener.
I'm telling you, those were the
:b ,mtl mthe eighth week, after
'1ae sludents had time to get really days. There were several teams
n,mized and esprit de corps of LL 's (Lz'tter lighteners) who
Jtmvsryhigh. This event had the kept the grounds clean as a whistle.
the dorms,
Cops and the WP pols And the quiet
especially
between
the
hours of 7
~ they could close_ in for

r:

tam;us

zn

and 10 p.m. when study time was
enforced by the Greek Patrol was
mm,c/, bending. I can stz'll hear the
gleeful gz'ggles of the underclass
women as they returned from
their walks down to HaagenDazs with thez'r dates! Who could
ever forget the Pinehurst Pest
Cm:itrol Squad (Pesq for short)
going around campus spreading
borax everywhere. It was rumored
that Rex Beach and Ward were
actually roach free for the entz're
85-86 school year.
Probably though, the thzng
that most clearly attested to how
different thzngs were on campus,
was the comments of the visi"tors
who came to Rollins during that
difficult three months. ''Boy those
students sure -hang together and
support each other. " ''Man that
cultural show and concert spon·
sored by the BSU and Unz'on
Hispania was fantastic. " "The
students and faculty sure are
fn·endly and get along ·so well
with each other. " ''Damn! These
are the cleanest dorms I've seen
since the Army, They must
have a cracke'Tjack housekeeping
staff"
Yes chz'ldren, that's the way zt
happened 20 years ago back in
the fall of '85 when all alcohol
and drugs were banned from the
campus and it was enforced by
the students. Of course, th-is
couldn 't go on too long. The
trustees finally got to Jesse and
well what can you do.1 ... money
talks. The Word was given and
the ban was lifted. The booze
and drugs flowed once and wi'thin
a week everything was back to
normal. By December the KA 's
were once agam camping out on
Dean Watkin 's lawn ....... .

WOODY ALLEN
Fow Parjeras
Grand Vw44
Madrul8

Thank You,
Rollins
Rollins,
twenty months wh'ich I
en schooled here I've seen
· · of the new Dean,
of the Olin Library, and
orical face of The Fox.
tl much; I've met new
w,1l presumably be
; I've made the
.,.nrt.11,aces of some of the
in Florida (the
to Dr. Curb, Dr.
and Mr.
Dale
rough common day. es I've learned
elf, otherwise,
. All of it's inUnfortunately
that the human
orance and
•
I but just last
ge afforded
WJrtumk, to learn on a
me to New
you.
· awed by the
my first introeteJungle, I
J a. m. flight,
Wmer's consupposed to

attend, and exe1,ted about doing
all sorts of touristy things. I'll tell
you now, tourism was the
minorest ofparts of the trip. The
first thing to strike me once I was
off the bus from Newark was
that NYC was a e1,ty of smells.
Unlz1ie Orlando where Disney
cleanlz'ness rules the basz'c
operatt'ons of nearly all sectors
and prevents so much as an at'r of
perspiratz'on, I was immediately
assaulted by the foul smell of
urine and a French bakery at the
sametz'me.
Besides the touristy things we
did lz'ke visiting museums and
eating at fancy-schmancy places
and goz'ng to the conventwn
which was extremely worthwhz'le,
informatz've, and dz'smal, I
learned that NYC is a e1,ty of life.
All life. Rz'ch, poor, 'intelligent,
dumb, old, new, black, white,
male, female, strong, weak, you
name it-it's all there. During
the course offour da-ys I had the
fortune of seez'ng Cats, the
hottest ticket on B-way and for
me an overwhelming theatrz'cal

experience, The Tap lJtmce Kid,
another Broadway hotcake that I
flipped for, Vampire Lesbians in
Sodom, a rather twisted drag
show in the Vz'llage, and Lust in
the Dust, Tab Hunter and
Divine in a racey West em fi1m. I
also saw people. There's no way
to express this on paper, but I
saw real people with real personalzti·es-all of them, nameless
and speechless as they were!
On my late night excursz'ons of
my own to seedier sect-ions of the
Cz'ty, I experienced the lure and
repulsion of Tz'mes Square;
being reproached by many a
hooker, pusher, hustler (Whom I
might add, I read lz"ke a book!
Funny thing about New Yorkers,
they don't know how to "read"
people}, and assorted wet'rdos. A
scary thing about it all was that I
much preferred the company of
these decadent souls to that of
Muffy and Buffy and Biff here at
school. Perhaps all they wanted
was my money or maybe just a
kind word, but at least when I
was proposz'tz'oned for ei'ther sex

5

OT money, OT just my time-the
requests and smz'les seemed sin-

cere.
I wish I had taken a subway at
least once, but my Anglo-angst
prevented me from chancing it.
Otherwise I was a glutton for
new experz'ence. In the Vz'llage I
sought out the old Stonewall
where my people first fought
back. There I also got caught in
a sleazy bookstore where I was
offered money to call someone
''Daddy "-needless to say I got
the f- --- out of there in a hurry.
One night there Jay, Justine, and
I sat in a tasteful little piano bar,
just before closing, and dz'scussed
assorted ultz'mate truths. To be
honest, I wasn't nearly as
'impressed wi"th that sector as I.
had expected to be, non-the-less
Ihadfun.
I could ramble on ab~ut
happening after happening but
rather I'll just tell you what I
learned as I had earlier claimed
this to be a great learning experience. In New York I learned
that there i's a place, over the

rainbow, not Oz mind you, but

z~'s there, where people don't call
each other nigger, fag, kike, etc.
There's a place where looking
different, odd, or plain do not
brand you "outsider", where
different means "oum" and not
"wrong". I learned that folly
Rolly -is not ult£mate reality and
that perhaps people, even those
whom we socially label as scu.z:z,
are capable of being compat£ble:
In a sarcastz'c lesson, I learned
that being a tourist does not
mean getting your butt w-iped by
a team of Mousketeers. NYC
certainly isn't the only place as
such, but 'it helped open my eyes
to a , if not better, tolerant or
indifferent si.de of human nature. For giving me the golden
chance to see this, Rollins, .I am
eternally grateful. I hope everyone here gets the· chance to see
the Cz'ty as I saw z't-a massive
Jungle of steel and dollars,
teaming w£th lzfe.
Sincerely,

JJ

Dear Editor:

'

Dear Editor:
Accompanying an artz'cle on
the governments pl.an to cut back
student az'd in the last issue of
Sandspur was an z'll-chosen photograph depz'cting a Jewish male .
garbed in a tallz't (prayer shawl)
and bearing a large staff in his
right hand whz'ch is brandished
above the head of an apparently
kneeling girl whose mouth is open
wzae as though she is crying in
pain. The captz'on you included
beneath this photograph z'mplz'citly forces us to view the man as
threatening the gi'rl wz'th physz'cal
harm unless she relinquishes her
student az'd.
The photograph actually
depicts a scene from a play, The
Dyb'buk, in which the man, q,
rabbi~ is about to perform a rz'te
of exorcism in order to rescue the
girl from a hellish psychologi·cal
torme,t. Instead of appearing
to us as her rescuer, however, the
rabbi appears as her greedy tor-

menter due to the way that you
have used the photograph. As a
result, the overall effect calls z'nto
p!,ay a stereotypz'cal z'mage ofJews
whz'ch is both falsely based and
grotesquely offensive. Worse yet,
your readiness to exploz't z't can
only be interpreted as reflecting
inexcusable insensz'tzvity in v£ew
of how such stereotypes fed the
fires which consumed six mi1lz'on
Jews during the Nazz' holocaust.
Fz'nally, that this should have
occurred in an issue published
just prz·or to our ''Difference and
Dz'gnzty Week" at ~ollzns is wz·tness to the urgency of all ·of us
recogni'zing and dealing wz·th lhe
subtle, as well as obvious, attz'tudes of bz'gotry and narrowmi:ndedness whz'ch exist on campus.
Yours truly,

Nadine Posner

Dear Dr. Posner:
During my freshman year, I
was in the play The Dybbuk. I
n~ed a photo to break up the
pnnt and I took this one from
my photo album simply because
it fi~ perfectly. There was no
racist intent at all.
If I were to print a picture
of a chair, I can't help but wonder if the Chazr Manufacturers
Bureau would. be upset because
the left leg was positioned improperly. - ED.

The last issue of the Sandspur
showed an open disregard /alas,
or 'ignorance) of professional and
jJurnalistic ethics. Our complaints
pri:nc£pally revolve around the
Sandspur's handlz'ng of Dr.
Rosemary Curbs editorial.
First, Dr. Curb had no intentz'on of sz'gnzng her edz'torial. She
had intended to publish her edz'torial under a pseudonym in the
interest of professz'onal ethz'cs. In
other words, she wished to avoid
publz'c crz·tz'cism of respected colleagues. Unfortunately, the
Sandspur edz'torial staff denz'ed
her request wz'thout informz'ng
her. This is obviously z'mproper.
Second, Mr. Topping's letter
was seemingly written wz'th prz·or
krwwl.edge of Dr. Curbs ediimial.
His artz'cle not too subtlety attacked Dr. Curbs character and
genuz'ne concern for Rollins'
image in the communz'ty. His
references to Dr. Curb were gratuz'tous and vulgar. We think the
Sandspur should have exercised
greater sensz'tiv£ty and·discretion.
Third, the Sandspurs response
_to Dr. Curbs ed_z'tori'al, although
i:nz'tz'ally well-reasoned, ended zn
a cavalier fashion. It dismissed
racism and sexism as antz'quated,
.unimportant issues. This lack of
care and thought was exactly
what Dr, Curb tri·ed to address.
In the past we have ·been z'mpressed wz·th certain issues of the
Sandspur. However, we are compelled to point out continued
offhand presentatz'ons of complex
issues. We hope that our comments wz1l be constructive and
further the dz'alogue between the
Sandspur and the College communz'ty.
Cordially,
Jack Fl.ader, Jr.
Mark Peres

VOTING
RESULTS
PRESIDENT
SALES .... 450
JACOBS .... 145
WILLIAMS .... 72
VICE-PRESIDENT ADMINISTRATION
DUNN .... 314
GRIFFITHS .... 136
PURPLE .... 187
VICE-PRESIDENT STUDENT CENTER
BERLO .... 272
BUTLER .. 373
MCKEAN AWARD
Dr. Barbara Carson
N. RONALD PEASE
AWARD
BOBBOYD
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'Elitist' Cuts Target Bia
Grads And Private Sch
Students
(CPS) - Public administration major Vicky Heard says she
wouldn't be at private Atlanta
University without the $5,825 in
federal aid she's received each of
the last two years.
And thanks to President
Reagan's new proposal to limit
students' yearly aid awards to
$4,000, Heard - along with an
estimated 630,000 other
students who receive more than
$4,000 a year in federal aid may be in serious financial trouble next year.
The proposed $4,000 per year
cap is but one of the key components Reagan unveiled in his
education budget proposal last
week.
He also wants to limit Pell
grants, National Direct Student
Loans and Work-Study funds to
stude_n ts from families with annual incomes of· less than
$25,000 and limit Guaranteed
Student Loans to students from
families making less than
$32,500.
Some believe the proposals
could affect over 2 million
students.
..
For the most part, higher
education officials are confident
Congress - as it has for the last
four years - will reject most of
Reagan's Proposed cuts.
The newly-proposed $4,000
cap on federal aid, however,
could gain support, aid experts
fear.
"That'.s the one we're most
vulnerable on bec~~se the argument for it sounds attractive on
the surface," says Charles
Saunders of the American
Council on Education (ACE).
"They think they're just hitting people going to high-cost,
private schools," he says.
The cuts would hurt students
at private colleges more than at
public schools according_ to
Julianne Still Thrift, research
director for the National
Assqciation of Independent Col-

leges and Universities.
Three of every IO studen
private schools would have
aid cut compared to about
out of every four at
schools, she says.
But a disproportionately
percentage of private school
dents facing aid cuts are in
lower-income brackets.
Of those in families with
than $6,000 in annual inco
43 percent would lose
money. In the $18,000
$24,000 income bracket,
percent would be affected.
Hardest hit would
graduate students, and stud
at predominately-black col
leges, where the average famil
income of students is below
poverty line, aid officials con
tend.
At Atla;nta University, for~
ample, financial aid directo
James Thompson estimates 60
percent of the students atten
ding the private institutio
receive more than $4,000 a ye
in federal aid.
_
The average aid -package ·
between $6,000 and $7,000, he
says.
Grad students are also hi
on the casualty list.
· Nationwide, about a third
the students who would lose ·
would be graduate studen
although they comprise only l
percent of all college students.
"I'm i:iot going to CIJ
crocodile tears over students ·
professional schools who are in
}:righer income streams and have
easier access to loans," says Tom
Linney of the Council o
Graduate Schools.
"But this cut doesn't target
them. lt covers the humanities
graduate students as well.
. They're the people going to be
hit the hardest."
Reagan administration officials ackknowledge their pro·
CONT. PAGE 1
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Difference

And Dignity
By Glenda Wallace
president of the college to reinstate the college's philosophies
of community and participating
among all its members.
At the town meeting, President Seymour expressed a deep
"concern for the gap between
what we say and what we are."
Rollins has traditionally always
taken pride in its small size and
sense of community and rapport.
Tlje brochure given to prospective riew students stresses the personal communication and p~ticipa~on of the . whole campus
community. However, there are
still many students at this school
who feel unfulfilled, unhappy,
and alienated. One example of
the problem is that Rollins had
an expecially high number of
black freshmen this year, but
many are considering transferring because they don't feel as if
they fit in here.
Brenda lllasingame, a senior,
gave a moving account of the
stereotyped attitudes she has encountered as a black student at
Rollins. She told how there is a
feeling here that you have to
mainstream with the majotj.ty or
you won't succeed. Jeff Johnson,
a sophomore, also gave an. eloquent talk on the "homophobia"
(fear of homosexuals)' that is
prevalent at Rollins. He said

Difference and Dignity Week,
from March 11 to 15,
an attempt to bring aware• to the Rollins community of
alienation felt by minorities
Rollins, The week began with
toWll meeting on Monday,
jarch 11. A panel of faculty
~ and students gave their
and acco~ts
their
.~ ences as mmonues at
Jollins· In using the term "minit must be kept in mind
the minorities of concern in
program are not just racial
iin,orlties, but also social minor~es, such as the gay/lesbian
-ummunity, students living o~fcampus, and women. After th~
panel members spoke, .thfre was
an open discussion which
brought out other controversial
isues, such as the extent of
which the Greek system is exclu -

~

~!

pons

.,"
t

pary. .
Prof~r Richard Lima, the
ooordinator of Difference and
dignity Week, said th~t the
problem of. alienation felt by
minorities was brought to his attention when several black stu8ents came to him and other
faculty members with reports of
~ e n t towards them. Profmor Lima then called a meet)ig of the freshman advisors,
fmich resulted in a call to the

that, for him, the solution was to
vent his personal anger and frustration into political .anger. He
now -publicly speaks out against
discrimination against homosexuals and is trying to promote
tolerance. As he put it, we need
to "acknowledge each other as
human beings, .n ot as minorities."
Another panel speaker was
Rosemary Curb, professor of
English and coordinator of
Women's Studies at Rollins. She
also spoke on discrimination
against
the
gay /lesbian
community at Rollins, which she
guesses may be as high as 1015% of the population at Rollins. Walter Jarvela-Carvajal, a ·
junior, discussed the situation of
Hispanic students at Rollins, and
. Sara Ketchum, professor of philosophy, talked about the role of
women at Rollins. She made a ·
key point when sh~ said that it is
not enough to say you are not
racist or prejudiced. You must
not be passive iµ being antiracist, but you need to actively
try to eliminate any _form of intolerance of minorities.
Pedro Pequeno, professor of
anthropology and coordinator of
the Latin Affairs committee, was
the final speaker, and expressed
his concern about the failure of

education to eliminate ethnocentrid biases. He praised the
turnout of people at the town
meeting, but said that the people
who did not attend were probably those who most needed to
be aware of the problem of discrimination at Rollins. A
possible solution is to create a
kind of education system where
alternative world views are
expressed and studied in the
classroom.
Norman Jones, a personal
counselor at Rollins, had a few
comments to add regarding
differences at Rollins; "In my
role of counselor, I -come across
students that feel different in nay
respect. They may be concerned
with not having alot of money,
being too heavy, too short, that
they wear glasses, are handicapped in some way, and many
more. At Rollins, differences are
defined as bad. As a result, it
keeps people from exploring differences which makes life interesting. If people want to deal
with differences, they must devote time or else the whole issue
becomes very hypocritical."
Workshops were held · on
Wednesday and Thursday to
further explore problems and
possible solutions to this problem
of eliminating alienation .
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Further plans include. possibly
having speakers on minority
rights and discriminations coming to Rollins, the establishment
of a committee to promote an
ongoing awareness of the problems of minorities at Rollins, and
making Difference and Dignity
Week an annual or semi-annual
event. On Sunday, March 24,
the entire campus is invited to
the stone setting for Mary
McLeod-Bethune, founder of
the Bethune-Cookman college in
Daytona. Professor Lima
expressed the desire to make
awareness of the problems of discrimination and alienation an
ongoing process at Rollins. The
ultimate goal is to create a true
sense of cohesiveness at Rollins in
which no one feels as if he or she
does not fit in. Anyone who is
interested in planning the next
Difference and Dignity activity
or starting a committee against
discrimination should contact
Professor Lima at Extension
2119.
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'tute "a major
· " that would
cial burden on
arents.
most of the steep
ted at students
me families.
:ways had extra
and the parents
buy a car or
of investto applying it
' education,"
n Secretary

· tration

also

wants to boost the size of loans
available from the Parent Loans
for Undergraduate Students
(PLUS) program.
PLUS Loans, however' have
far less favorable interest rates
than other federal loan programs, critics point out ..
Higher education officials are
confident Congress will reject
Reagan's income limit proposals , and many schools have
not even bothered to compute
the effect on their students.
"We may be whistling past
the grave, but we have b~n
assured by all our sou.r~es. m
D.C. that the income limita-

l},n. '!1_

LIVING WITH THE BOMB

LIVING WITH THE BOMB

itist' Cuts

r~

"°#

tions are so unlikely," says Stan
Hudson, assistant director for
financial
aid
at
the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
But the $4,000 aid cap may
gamer wider support, in p_art
bee a use it is viewed as affecung
primarily students at private,
. .
.
expensive schools.
"What the adm1rusttauon
seems to be saying is that you
can't go to a co?eg~ ~~ yo~
go to a public msutuuon,
ACE's Saunders syas.
"And by implication, ~ey're
saying they don't. care ~ the
students attendmg pnvate

7

schools are all wealthy" he adds.
Moreover, Saunders says,
heavy reliance on federal aid is
more often the result of limited
personal resources than high
tuition.
About half of the students
receiving more than $4,000 in
federal aid come from families
with annual incomes of less than
$12,000, he says.
At Reed College in Portland,
Ore., for example, most of the
77 students receiving $4000-plus
in federal aid are in low income
brackets, says financial aid
director Richard Dent.
"That's precisely why they are

receiving so much aid," he says.
"That's precisely why they are
receiving so much aid," he says.
Reed's tuition is high $8,290 - but Dent argues that
federal aid should provide both
access to higher education and
choice.
"If a student is bright and
capable, he or she should have
the right to go to Harvard or the
local community college," Dent
says.
"To do otherwise is to
perpetuate an elitist society
where only the rich have a
choice of where to attend college."

PHILIP GLASS ENSEMBLE
.
Photo: Jack Mite
RICHARD.PECK JACK KRIPL JON GIBSON DORA
DORA OHRENSTEIN MARTIN GOLDRAY MICHAEL
MICHAEL RIESMAN KURT MANK.ACS/ PHILIP GLASS

Internationally acclaimed
avant garde composer-musician,
Philip Glass, will present a con·
cert of his most controversial and
. most pr~d ·w?rks ~pril 10 at
Enzian Theater m Maitland.
In the last 10 years, the Arner·
ican composer has progressed
from. loft performances in New
York's Soho to become a_ pre·
eminent figure on th~. mter·
·
· scene, wntmg for
music
national
opera, film, theater, dance and
chorus and for his own group,
. the Philip Glass Ense~ble.
He will appear with the en·
semble in the 8 p.m. perform·
. ance at Enzian Theater. The tal.
ented eight-member e~mble
;... terprets Glass' rhythmical~y
lit•
energetic works, creaung a g
tering
. sound
through
synthesizers, flutes, saxophones
J.U

•

and piccolo.
Theater . doors open at 7:15 ,
and refreshments are
p.m.
d
able before the concert an
ail
av
T'
k
during interrnis,sion. ic ets are
$15 and $17 .50 in advance and
$20 at the door·
.
Glass' progra.Ill will include _his
most celebrated collaboratto~
with . noted American stag~ di·
rector-designer Robert Wilson,
F.in,stein on the Beach. T_he
opera's European tour culmin·
in two sold-out perform.
ated
.
ances at the MetropDlit~ 0 pera
in New york. Last year it made a
triumphant return at ~e Br<>?k·
lyn Academy of music, selling
out m~ performances ..
The first com~ Signed_ ex·
clusivel to CBS records since

~aron Copland and Igor Stravmsky, Glass is what the record
industry calls a 'crossover' - a
?Iusician whose work appeals to
Jazz, rock and classical aficionados.
His first works were labeled
'minimal' because of their repetitive themes, but more recently music critics have said his
·work can only be appreciated
after the listener realizes the
subtleties of the music, the shifts
of rhythm and dynamics and the
contrasts in tone and sound.
Glass has earned the clas.sificati~n of ~ crossover musician by
making his music accessible to '
many different audiences. "You
can't try to 'reach' an audience "
said the unpretentious artist who
enjoys blue jeans concerts as
much as black tie appearances at
Carnegie Hall. "That would be
artistic suicide. You simply move
forward and hope that your audience grows with you."
While he remains a contro•
versial composer in the opinion
of contemporary critics, Glass
has won the kind of acceptance
that brought him the com. '
mission to compose music for the
opening ceremonies of the 1984
Summer Olympics in Los
Angeles.
Advance tickets may be purchased at the box office, or may
be reserved by calling and
sending a check to Enzian
Theater, I ~JOO S. Orlando
Avenue, Maitland, FL 32751.
For more information please call

629-1088.

Mayberry: As The Urn, Turns
By Roy E. H. Starling
Even T.S. Elliot was known to
munch Ritz crackers and watch
"The Three Stooges" from time
to time; he allegedly preferred
the episodes before Curly went
out, not with a bang, but a
whimper. In Shemp, Curly's
replacement, Eliot saw too much
of himself - long, greasy hair,
plastered down and parted
roughly in the middle, and grocery bags under his eyes.
Eliot, of course, was still alive
when CBS was cranking out new
episodes of The Andy Grifji"th
Show and before Don Knotts left
tp.e series to revolutionize the
film industry with such avant
garde masterpieces as The Ghost
and Mr. Chz'cken and Shakz'est
Gun z'n the West. Would Eliot
see Mayberry (Andy and Barney's mythical home in the hills
of North Carolina) as a waste
land or as an Earthly Paradise or
as a City of Art?
Mayberry certainly has a hold
on my imagination, and during
"Diff~renc~ and Dignity Week" I
puzzled over this a bit and tried
to decide if it was a good thing.
As it turns out, Mayberry has all
the pleasures, but also all the
perils, of any town engraved on
the side of an um.
Mayberry, John Keats would
say, is a "still unravish'd bride of
quietness," a "foster-child of silence and slow time." It's a kind
of Twilight Zone where white

Southern Eisenhower-era protestants live peacefully together. In
Mayberry, life is a tire-swing or a
meat-and-potato laden dinner
table or a front porch with rocking chairs. Even the hyperactive
Barney Fife ("Andy, we Fife's are
all high-strung") relaxes and eats
slowly from Aunt Bea's sprawling array of Southern delicacies,
- and he tops it all off with a big
slice of apple pie and a cup of
coffee - which somehow does
not make him nervous.
After heaping praise on Aunt
Bea's cooking - and she's really
worth very little outside of· the
kitchen - Barney and Andy,
patting their bloated b<:llies
("corporation's growing, Ange")
stroll out to the porch where
Andy may pick a few hymns or
courting songs on his guitar or
attempt to peel an entire apple
without breaking the peeling a delicate task which requires
patience and "Slow time."
Think of it. Sitting on the
purch with a cool North Corolina breeze caressing your face;
Opie upstairs doing his homework, just as he should be; Aunt
Bea in the kitchen washing
dishes, just as she should be;
Andy and Barney picking and
singing and whistling. Their
food digests. They relax. They
breathe deeply. No ulcers here.
No anxieties.
In Mayberry, there's certainly
no need to worry about tomorrow - that terrifying,

sharp-toothed monster that, in ·
real life, resides under our beds
and kicks and scratches our
mattresses for half the night.
. God only knows -what will happen to us tomorrow. A shooting
star? A falling bomb? But
nothing will happen tomorrow
in Mayberry, unless Deputy Fife
gets so bored with pushing kids
_around at the school crossing or
trying to catch Gomer Pyle mak ~
ing a U-tum, that, out of desperation, he stages a bank robbery
to show the local ten-tw~lve" (a
line he ·picked up from Glenn
Ford in G-Men). But even this
disruption will be settled by the
wise and patient Andy Taylor.
Order will be restored.
So what's wrong with this picture? Cold pastoral! There is no
process here, no growing, no becoming, no change. William
Blake tells us to "Expect poison
from standing water," and little
Mayberry's water ,is covered; I'm
afraid, with green pond scum.
Because there is no one to bring
in fresh ideas from other cultures
or to question the · Mayberry
vision of life, Aunt Bea will
simply stay in the kitchen, forever cooking and forever bored.
Otis Cambell, the town drunk,
will never be r~habilitated. Opie
will miss the richness that comes
from having little "rainbow"
friends who have a million neat
secrets stashed away in their unusual houses th2.t smell of foods
still to be discovered by the Tay-

10

lor clan.
On a more serious note, without·some new influence to shake
up Mayberry's puritanical moral
codes, Barney. will find that his
sweetie, the lovely Thelma Lou
(how did he ever attract that
woman?!), will remain "forever
warm (but) still to the enjoy'd";
his lust, which he can scarcely
disguise, will never be cpnsummated.
And in real life, the bride must
be "ravish'd" (and the groom,
too, in a sense, as it were). Mayberry's frozen bliss frustrates us
as much as the scenes on the um
did Keats. We envy. the
happiness without end and we
long for a life made easy for tired ·
minds - a simp,e, front-porch
life where we know who we are,
and where good is so easily distinguished from evil. But, like
Keats, we know that Mayberry is
only a tease (and Barney would
certainly understand that). It
serves as a model of harmony
and mutual affection only because it is a place where fruit
never falls to rot on the ground
and where levers never kiss so
long that they grow sick of kissing and then of each other.
In the real world (Rollins?)
where love won't stay put and
handsome young sons wind up
looking like their fathers, we
must not only accept chang~, we
must embrace it and all its
'Jangling discord." But here is
where we have the advantage

over Mayberry. _ Change brings
differences, the infinite variety
that Andy and Barney will never
enjoy. And .when we accept these
differences, and grant them their
dignity, we will have an infinitely
richer, stronger, and even more
American community than Mayberry, while, at the· same time,
striving for and, by God, finally
achieving that little town's harmony.
So I idled away "Differences
and Dignity Week" thinking
about a television show which
did nothing more than make me
have that foolish, recurring
.American dream again.

Camp Ton A Wandah
S'IlllN.[' c:PRRirnITIF.S

We are lookin6 for girls
interested · 1n being
counselors - activHY
instructors ·in a privaJe
g_irls camp located 1n
Henderson ville, Nd.Cd.
l'n·structors nee e
e~s~ecially in Swilp111ing
(WSI), ·Horseback r1d1ng,
Tennis, Backpack.ing,
Archery, Canoeing,
Gymnastics, Crafts, Also
aske~bal!, Comput!!rs,
occer, vheerlead1dng,
rama 1 Nature stu Y•
ield 11ockey.
If your
chool offers a Summer
nternship program we
will be g_l~ad fo be 1P•
Inquires - .,Mor~n Haynce•
P.o. Box 400C, !'ryon, N ,
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···:Al~skM..,·KiJig''c~~ab Legs.
$3.95 with any entree.

They're selling like hot cakes: Alaskan King Crab Legs at Red Lobster~
Come in r~ht now and get a Fial£ pounaof
steaming crab legs for just $3.95 when you order any entree.
Crack open the shelfand you'll find tender, succulent meat that's sweet and delicious.
But our special is only running for a limited time.
So hurry in. And get them while they're hot.

Red Lobster®
*approximate weight before cooking

Please see telephone directory for Red Lobster Restaurant nearest you.

© 1985 Red Lobster Inns of America.
Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

Men's and Women's Basketball Teams Go to
Conference P"/ayoffs
by~ David Tehrani

For the first time in four years,
the Men's basketball team made
it to the Sunshine State Conference semi-final playoffs which
were held in Tampa on Friday,
March 1. Despite a 5-6 conference record, the Tars managed
to finish fourth in the conference
which was good enough for a
playoff berth.
In the first-round semi-final
game, the Tars were pitted against
top-seeded Florida Southern
Moccasins who knocked off the
Tars 98-80. The Mocassins lead
throughout the whole game. The
Tars managed to cut the Moccasins lead to only four points near
the end of the game, but the
Moccasins held on to win. The
Moccasins subsequently lost to
Tampa in the final game. Despite the loss, Scott Kinney,
Jimmy Silcott, and Jeff Wolf all
had good games.
The Tars finished . with an
overall team record of 15-13, and
5-8 in the conference. Scott
Kinney had a tremendous season,
leading the Tars with 19. 8 points
per game. Kinney alone accounted for over 23 % of the total
points scored by the Tars this
season. In addition, he also had
the best free--t hrow average
(85.2%) for the Tars. With 515
points this season, Kinney became
only the fifteenth basketball play·
er in Rollins history to join the
1000 Point Club. In only three
seasons, Kinney has scored 1351

points to become the tenth lead•
ing scorer in Rollins history, surpassing Boyd Coffie who had
1262 points. Next season, Kinney
has a chance to become the alltime leading scorer in Rollins'
history if he can break Joel
F1Sher's record of 2062 points
which was set in 1982.
Jeff Wolf, who is only a Freshman, had a sensational season
along with Jimmy Silcott. Together they averaged 17. 9 points
per game and 8.9 rebounds per
game. In addition, Seniors Jimmy
Schoeck an<! Bubba Cooper both
turned in excellent performances.
Schoeck (along with Larry Garner)
lead the team as point guard,
while Cooper lead the team in
steals (44) and aggressiveness.
Garner had the most assists (92)
of any other player.
Despite all the impressive stat•
istics compiled by the players,
the Tars still had another disappointing season. Jimmy Silcott,
who is a center on the team, had
this to say about the season in
review, "We didn't have the kind
of year we expected. However, I
thought we came on pretty good
at the end. If we pick up next
year where we ended this year,
we will have a good season."
The women's basketball team
had an almost equally disappointing season as the men's team,
ending up 12-15 for the season,

and 4-4 in the conference. Nevertheless, their conference record
was good enough to give them a
third place playoff berth against
second place University of Tampa
which was held in Tampa. The
Lady Tars were easily defeated
by the Spartans, 94-69, who went
on to lose to Florida Southern in
the finals of the Sunshine State
Conference. Linda Tremble,
sophomore guard, was named as
a member of the 1985 SSC (Sunshine State Conference) Women's
All-Tournament Team for her
outstanding performance in the
semi-final game against Tampa.
Senior and co-captain Mary
McDaniel had another tremendous season, leading in almost
every statistica-1 category.
· McDaniel averaged 17.4 points
per game, 11. 7 rebounds per
game, a 50. 7% field goal average,
and a 68.5% free-throw average.
She also lead the team in blocks
with 27. , Scoring 471 points for
the season, McDaniel accounted
for over 27 % of the team's total
points and has now become
the second all-time leading
scorer in Rollin's history with 1738
points. In addition, McDaniel is
the only woman in the Rollin's
1000 point club. For her excellent
performance this season,
McDaniel was named tdthe First
Team of the SSC All-Conference
team, Receiving honorable men·

tion for Rollins were Denise
Hindle and Cindy Blocker.
McDaniel and Diedre Lane (of
Florida Southern) are the only
four-time First Team All-Conference selections. In addition,
McDaniel will be the assistant
roach for the Lady Tars next year.
Coach Gloria Crosby felt that
injuries largely accounted for the
Lady Tars' average season. "I
think we had a season of adjustments", claimed Crosby. The first
adjustment had to be made in the
third game of the season when
Stephanie Glance Qunior point
guard) broke her foot. Mary
Johnson replaced Glance, and did
a really good job considering
that she is only a Freshman. Soon
after this·was ~ care of another
adjustment had to be made when
Hope Reed Qunior forward) was
injured. At the time Reed was
scoring 16 to 18 points per game
for the Lady Tars. All-in-all, the
Lady Tars ended with four injuries by the end of the season which
caused their starting line-up to
be oomposed mainly of Freshman.
Nevertheless, Coach Crosby feels
that this will benefit the team,
"most of the Freshmen players
got alot of playing time, ~d as a
result, next year we will have a
core of experienced players."
Because of. this fact Crosby feels
that next year looks great for
the Lady Tars.
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OPEN PAST MALL HOURS
BAR BRANDS

20 IMPORTED BEERS

LIVE MUSIC WEDNESDAY TO SATURDAY
FULL WINE LIST

CALLBRANDS

2 HAPPY HOURS:

CrewNews
by Roger Muller
The crew season got underway
March 20th in • Tampa at the
Resident's Cup Regatta. The
race was a thousand meter sprint
and competing this year were
U.C.F., Tampa, Michigan, and
Rollins. Although Rollins had no
wins, the race was a learning
experience in that it allowed
Rollins to size up this season's
competition. The following weekend Rollins hosted Jacksonville
Tampa, the Citadel and Duke
in the U. T. Bradley Cup, which
took place on Lake Maitland.
Unlike the preceeding week's
thousand meter sprint, the Bradley Cup is a two thousand meter
race. Entered in eight events,
both men's and women's, Rollins
fared no worse than second. In
fact, Rollins took six second places
and two first places, finishing
second place over-all. They were
just one point behind Jacksouvillel
The first victory for Rollins and
in the men's varsity four in which
Rollins and Jacksonville battled
it out the entire race. Neither
boat trailed the other by more
than one-half a boat length.
In the end it was Rollins by a few
feet. The boat consisted of, Scott
Austin, ]!ow, Jim Doane, two,
Manuel Andres, three, Roger
Muller, stroke, and Cheryl Levine,
coxswain.
The women's varstiy four won
their race too. Although not as
closely contested, the competition
was nonetheless just as strong and
the victory was just as sweet. The
rowers were Izzie Brown (bow)
Cammy Corballis (two) Pam
Chase (three) Ahsley Tarr
(stroke) and Allene Martin (coxswain).
On March 16 Rollins went
head to head with U.C.F. for the
Metro Cup on Lake Maitland.
Unfortunately, the Tars succumbed to a much larger, both
physically and numerically,
U.C.F. squad. Still Rollins' per·
formance was respectable and
not moot. It will only be a matter
of time before Rollins defeats
U.C.F.
The next race for the "Maitland
Few" is in Clermont on the ever
wipredictable Lake Mineola.
The competition. will be the
strongest thus far this season.
Featuring the likes of southeastern
champs F.1.T., Jacksonville,
Tampa, U.C.F., Michigan State
and Yale. ·

4 to 7 - One Dollar Off Bar Brands and Call Brands
9 to close TWO for ONE Drinks
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paranoia

COUPON

what if
there is no-one attacking

81 OFF APPETIZERS

and
nothing to protect

and/or

81.50 OFF DINNERS

Exp. 1-1-89
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sptwts F.ditor Nore
The Sandspur's Sports section
has gone through some changes
mice Fall term. David Greenburg
left his sports editor position and
has been replaced by Susan

Women's Tennis
Season

The Rollins's women's tennis
Baker. Not only is she powerful
team looks forward to another
in her position, but she is a great
competitive season this year. The
competitor in doubles as well.
bulk
of the season started in
The bottom six players, the
Williams and David Tehrani. We
February and the team averages
Blue team, plays Division II as
are both new at this job, but
about two to three matches per
well as some Division I teams.
we have a great enthusiasm for
week
until
April.
Miss
Ginny
As many of these players imsports and hope that we can suffiMach,
long
time
coach,
is
very
rpove they will go on to play
ciently cover every sport played
and
has
high
hopes
for
optimistic
Gold team tennis.
at Rollins.
her players this year. A new assisNumber one is an outstanding
tant coach, Nancy Reed, has
Freshman, Sue Blomstrom who
been added. She will help Miss
will assuredly have a winning
Mack provide the valuable
season as she gains experience.
coaching •needed in Division I
Following her are Lindi. Olson,
By Susan Williams
competition.
another Freshman and Jennifer
Although Rollins ' is a small
Playing the number one posQuinn, a Junior. Jennifer a staschool with approximately 1,400
ition for the Lady Tars for her
bilizing force on the blue team
undergraduate students, there
second year is Mary Dineen. In
for three years, can always be
are 260 kids involved in the varthe past month she made a forcounted on for helping the team.
sity sports program. In statistical
midable showing - the National , Danielle Daoud who plays the
termS this means over 20 % of the
Intercollegiate tournamen.t in
number four spot has a lot of
student body is involved in
Texas. Although losing first
tournament experience and
sports. These varsity sports
round in the main draw, she
should also win consistently.
include basketball, golf, tennis, _ turned around to win the conMary Boothby, a Senior, and a
~ country, waterskiing, crew,
solation event.
newcomer to the team, has imbaseball, soccer, volleyball and
Number two for the Lady Tars
proved very much. She shows
softball. Of the 260 participants
is Allyson Farlowe, a very
signs for further advancement.
at least 100 of these students re- _ aggresm.ve and highly competfElizabeth Prest plays the last
ceive some kind of scholarship.
tive athlete. She and Mary form
po5ition for the team. This FreshAccording to Gordie Howell,
a very tough doubles team.
man was sidelined earlier in the
the athletic director, athletic
In the number three position
-year with a knee injury, but she
scholarships are funded by the
is Geraldine Von Demleux, a
has come back in good form.
general revenue of the school
Junior transfer student from
The team began with a slow
and are very limited by budget
start but is now settled and conTexas, and originally from
constrints. A basic problem is
fident. Recent victories include
Sydney, Australia.
that Rollins does not have the
Number four for the team is
the University of Pennsylvania
big alumni contributions that
and the University of Richmond.
Liz Burger, a Se~or who has imlarge universities such as the Uniproved immensely from last
Later in the spring, Rollins will
versity of Florida has. The Unihost Wake Forest, Clemson, Uniyear. She worked on her tennis
versity of Florida, as well as other
versity of South Carolina, Unigame last summer and it really
public schools, charge their specversity of Miami, Harvard, and
shows.
tators for all of their athletic
Florida State University. Playing
The number five position
events and thereby make money
these teams -on Rollins' courts
boasts _Ingrid Olson, a senior
for the athletic programs. - whom the team has always relied
will hopefully give us a home
Rollins, however, does not
advantage.
onto win.
charge their student's admission
Sixth for the Gold team is Liz
to events because as Howell said,
"We feel it is included in the tuition fee." Rollins does have Tar
Boosters but they only contribute
about five percent to the athletic

1

Scholarships
At Rollins

field.
To give an example of athletic
department expenses for one
)"81', over a million dollars of the
~ is ~ t on salaries, travel, lodging, food and scholaribips. As inflation increases so do
these things. A list of inflation
:tnD showed lodging for next
~ is going up 12%1 Just keep~ up with these costs keeps the
~ p s to a minimum.
Unfortunately, there are
:pits such as cros.5 country, soft-11, waterskiiing, and crew
do not receive scholarships
use of a lack of available
. Howell wishes he could
ct talented high school
to these programs but
a lack of scholarships it -is
'cally impos.5ible. But even
a lack of scholarships in
sports we have talented
who have contributed
roved the teams greatly.

Men's Tennis on a Winning Streak
by Susan Williams
In the Southern Region rankAs the season moves on, the
ings, Rollins is ranked number
men's tennis team is gathering
one with Talgo ranked number
many wins. They recently beat
one, Martens.son number seven,
the mnnber one ranked Hampton
Morrissey number thirteen and
College. When the pre-season
Mark Gabriel number seventeen.
_ ITCA-NCAA II rankings were
Pat Emmet, who plays at the
released, Hampton was number
number two spot for the team,
one and Rollins was five. Accordhas beaten the Southern Regions
ing to Coach Copeland, because
number three player, Maurico
of all their wins plus the defeat
Achondo. Emmet has also
of Hampton, their · chances of
received an application for
getting ii bid for the Nationals is
Rookie of the year for his existing
about 90% sure. The new ITCArecord of 20-3.
NCAA II rankings come out in
April.
Brian Talgo has had some very
Individual rankings in the
tough
matches this season but he
ITCA-NCAA II puts Brian
has
managed
to hold on and he
Talgo at number four, Jonas
r~eived
an
application
from the
Martens.son at number thirtyNCAA for National Senior Player
one and Brian Morrissey at numof the year.
ber forty-six.

NOW SERVING

COCACOLA
-(c/ASONS]

t;F~
NOW·OPEN
- FOR ·
•BREAKFAST •LUNCH
•DINNER Mon.-fri. 7 ~m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m...4 p.m.

115

wt'2I-I06'
_Lyman Ave. W.P.

HAAGGENDAZS
Free
Medium Beverage
With The Purchase
Of A Medium
Cone Or Cup
With This CouponEXP. 7/85
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BASEBALL TARS OFF TO
A FAST START
l,,y Michael Slotkin

,,

At this time last year, the
Rollins baseball team, thought
by many to be the best in the
nation at the Division II level ,
began a nosedive that cuhninated
in a 23-29-1 record. Some say the
pre-season predictions of a possible championship put too much
pres.sure on the team. Others
argue the team relied too much
on its reputation and forgot how
much work it took to be a championship caliber club.
Whatever the case may be, the
'84-85 campaign would surely be
different. Only one regular starter from last ye~r's squad, Bobby
W alsh, started for the Tars opening day. The word was out that ·
this would be a "rebuilding year. "
So far, the T ars seem to be
consistent in proving the so called
experts wrong. As the team readied itself for baseball week, it had
already posted a 12-6 mark.
Moreover, while last year's squad
played worse as the season progressed, this year's team is improving with each game.
On Saturday, March 9th,.the
Tars hosted Ithaca College in a
doubleheader. Rollins lost the
first game 2-1 despite strong 4-hit
pitching by Freshman Tim
Laird. the day before, Rollins was
humiliated by Vanderbilt 6-0 .
A loss to Ithaca in the twin-bill
would make three in a row and
could hurt the young Rollin's
team.
In the second game against
Ithaca Rollins was losing 9-6 in
the bottom of the ninth; with
men on 2nd and 3rd and none
out, Boby Walsh cracked a line
drive to center for two runs. One
out later, freshmen Tim Watkins
stepped up with the bases loaded.
On a 3-2 pitch, he slammed a
grounder up the· middle for the
winning runs.
It seemed fitting that these two
collected the critical hits because
this duo is one major reason why
the Tars have gotten out of the
gate quickly this year. What
makes this story more interesting
is that this tandem consists of one
of the team's leaders, senior
centerfielder Bobby Walsh, and
a new kid on the block, freshmen
leftfielder Tim Watkins.
Watkins is the long shot story
of this year's squad. A walk-on
out of Gainesville's Bucholz High,
his thoughts during fall try-outs
were just making the team.
Eighteen games into the season,
he has emerged as the team's
regular leftfielder.
What makes Watkin's game
stand out is his defense. Though
he isn't bles.sed with superior
speed, he has great range in the
outfield. Says Coach Boyd Coffie,

''Tim has exceptional instincts
and gets a great jump on the ball."
Watkin's throwing arm is average,
yet it is good enough to throw
runners out at the plate, as he
proved against Central Michigan.
On the offensive end, Watkins
is batting .310 with 5 doubles,
second only to Bobby Walsh.
Despite these stats, . he feels he
has room for further improvement: "I still don't pick up the
spin on curveballs too well, and I
have trouble hitting the outside
pitch." Nevertheless, his playing
so far has been a pleasant surprise.
For Walsh, this year appears
to be the light out of a dark
tunnel. Two seasons ago, he had
one of the finest years a college
player could have. With a .389
batting· average, he clouted 8
HR's and drove in 42 runs.
Last year, however, everything
fell apart. In a nightmarish season, he batted .259 with 2 HR's
and 27 RBI's. Walsh might have
been able to live with those stats,
had the Tars been winning. Because they weren't, he began to
pres.s at the plate, digging himself a hole. Says Coach Coffie,
"Bobbie is such an intense competitor and sometimes that intensity works against him." By last
season's end, Walsh was questioning whether his Sophomore year
was a fluke.
Fortunately, that debate has
been answered this spring. Walsh
is batting .403, with 2 HR's and
22 RBfs. He credits his comeback
to a break from baseball this
summer , a relaxed stance at the
plate, and the return of catcher
Dave McCoy.
McCoy is probably the key to
Walsh's comeback. The team's
leading enthusiast , McCoy's
season ending knee injury last
year left the ballclub without a
spark. This seas<?n, his return
along with a large Freshman
group has given the team spirit it
lacked last year. This is a hungry
collection of players. The Tars
are winning,
but more
importantly, they're having fun,
which is something last year's
team sorely missed.
·

The Tars opened baseball week
with an impres.sive 13-4 victory
over division one c.entraI Michigan.
Pitcher Brian Meyer put up a
strong performance as he struck
out eleven in going the distance
for Rollins. Though the Tars
la;t a tough 5-3 decision to Tulane
the next day, their 13-7 record
is better than anyon-e expected.
H the team can keep its momentwn going, it should make some
noise in the Sunshine State Conference this year.

Tars Take on t~gh one against Vanderlnlt

X-Club Prevails
In A Shootout
By David Tehrani
On March 10, X-Club placed
their intramural soccer championship title on the line against
Chi Psi. In an extremely boring
game characterized by poor
playing, poor sportmanship, and
poor refereeing, X-Club managed t~ defeat Chi-Psi, 1-0, in a
close shootout. This year's
championship game paralleled
last year's championship game in
that X-club also beat Mckean
(Freshman), 1-0, in a shootout.
Probably because the championship game was played on a
Sunday, both X-Club and Chi
Psi looked sluggish. Neither
team was able to score despite
numerous opportunities to do so.
Nevertheles.s, both the goalies for

X-Club (Rhett Walker) and Chi
Psi Oim Ferro) had excellent
games, but the best goalie prevailed in the shootout. ·
The semi-final games proved
to be more exciting. Top-seeded
Mckean (Freshmen) (6-1-2) lost
to fourth place Chi Psi (5-4-1 ), 1_0. Chi Psi masterfully handled
the highly skilled Mckean team.
In the other semi-final game,
second place X-Club (9-1) barely
beat Phi Delt (5-4), 1-0, in a
shootout that was a result of a
tough battle that matched skill
· against aggres.siveness. This is the
second year in a row that X-Club
has won the intramural soccer
title.

Fall Term in Ireland
August 27;.. December 7
C,ost: $4820 includes tuition, room, board, excursions,
and roundtrip airfare from New York.

Progmm amenities: Homestay with Irish Families_;

Courses in Iruh Art, Literature, Theatre, Hist.ory,
Economy, Politics, Society, b' Landscape; Piela ~rips
to Amn Is"lands b' Dublin Area.
Contact: Judy Fritz, Coordinator International
Programs Office
14
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Fine Llngsrle • Foundations

Swimwear • LoungtlWHI'

218 Park Avenue N~
Winter Park, FL 32789

·_829-1705

Record
Reviews
UB40 - Geffery MorTalking Heads -· Stop
gan (A&M/Virgin) UB40
Making Sense (Sire)
tookits name from a
~here are several quesnumber on a Brittish
tions on the back of the
unemployment form.
album cover: "Why Stop
That was the first of
Making Sense?, Why a
many social comments
movie?, What will the
that the racially mixed
band do next?, Why was a
band has made. On Gefdigital system used for the
fery Morgan, UB40 con- so~nd? and Why a big
tinues to speak out about
Suit? Why a movie?
the social, political and
Sounds like the lyrics to
economic conditions of
Once in a Lifetime.
the U. K., with songs such
Maybe only David Byrne
as "I'm Not Fooled So
Easily," "As always You
Were Wrong Again," and
"You're Not An Army." ,
The album's .best cut is
the single "If It Happens
Again (I'm Leaving)."
The song
was
a
memorable trumpet and
saxophone section, and a
catchy chorus.
The eight-memb~r
band, led by brothers Ali
and Robin Campbell,
produces an accessible
reggae sound; every track
is catchy and danceable.
If you've never gotten into reggae, UB40 could be
·the band to win you over.
Some other albums by
UB40 to check out 1980 -1983, a collection of
thJ band's singles; and
Labour of Love, consisting of covers of standards like '' Red Red
Wine" and "Cherry ·

Baby."

can answer the question
cities. I guess that means
about the suit, but some
they don't need as many
of the other questions
roadies.
aren't as difficult.
Talking Heads are
St~p Making Sense"
reputed to be excellent in
is a line from "Girlfriend
concert, and this fact
is Better", and also the titransfers well onto the
tle of the concert movie
vinyl. It's not just the
that was released along digital system that was
with the album. The film
used to record the band,
is touring the country, so but the band itself which
to speak, instead of the
shines through. Their
·band, making exclusive . versions of "Burning
appearances in various
Down the House" ,

"Psycho Killer" and
"Life During Wartime"
are well done, not just exact copies of the studio
versions. Something is added in the live performance. An excellent record
to buy whether you've
never owned a Talking
Heads album, or have
every one.

PRIVATE·SELECTION BY FCI

40% Off Retail Price
Special Discount for Rollins Students
Extra 10% Off With This Ad

*

*

Cotton Jumpsuits
Dresses with Suspenders - Pastel Colors
Pretty Spring Dresses, Jackets, Skirts,
Blouses and Pants. Some Evening Wear*
All IMPORTS FROM LONDON
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*

*

*

I

*

2nd Floor of 2020 W. Fairbanks, W.P.
Suites 212-211
Monday- Friday, 1:00- 5:00 p.m. 645-2442
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Private Selection bvFc,
AN EXCLUSIVE SELECTION OF
LADIES FAIHIONI • ~UAOPEAN IMPORTS

Dr. ·c urb's Book
Lesbian Nuns
Gains Her
National
Attention

Tdevision Appearances for Rosemary Curb and Nancy Manahan
Editors

LESBIAN NUNS:
BREAKING SILENCE
*SALLY JESSE RAPHAEL KSDK-TV, Wed.-Thrus., April 3-4,
1985 (St. Louis)

"Rollins College
Announces
Dance Concert''
The Rollins College Dance
am announced its date for

Spring Concert, "Debut".
concert is scheduled in the
•e R~ll Theatre for two
ening performances,
y, March 28 and Friday,
29 at 8:00 p.m. Under
overall direction of Professor
bert Sherry, Director of
at Rollins, the concert will
hture several new innovations.
Perhaps the most striking is
inclusion of guest artist
rles Flanders from the
Jlronto Dance Theatre and the
·
Ballet of Ireland. Made
le by a grant from the
of Florida, Division of CulAfiairs, Mr. F1anders will
Cllm'e02'raphing a new work
local area dancers and
of dance at Rollins.

*SALLY JESSE RAPHAEL KSDK-TV, Wed.-Thurs., April 3-4,
1985 (St. Louis) .. •• in Orlando, Thurs.-Fri., Marclr28-29,
1985

Mr. F1anders will also be a
featured dancer in a modem jazz
piece directed by Mr. Sherry,
called A Taste For Passion. This
work will feature dancers from
Orlando's only professional
modem dance company. The
Dance Company, Inc.
Rounding out the program
will be a ballet choreographed
by Mme. Ruth Mesavage, Rollins Professor of classical ballet.
Abstracted from a 1870 painting
by Degas "The Dancing Class",
Rollins dancers will be featured.
General admission tickets are
available for $3.00 for the public. Group Rates are available for
schools and other organizations.
For further information or reservations, call the Annie Russell
Theatre box office at 646-2145.
from 1-5 daily.

Dr. Rosemary Curb, an English professor here at Rollin's
and an ex-lesbian nun, has just
co-edited a book called Lesbian
Nuns. As a consequence, Dr.
Curb will be appearing on several
nationally syndicated television
shows. Below is a list of the dates
and shows that Dr. Curb will
be appearing on. Be sure to tune
in, and if you have a VCR unit,
buy a few extra tapes. Watch for
a special interview with Dr. Curb
in the last issue of the Sandspur.

*CROSSFIRE CABLE NETWORK NEWS, Tues., April 2, 1985
(Wahsington, D.C.) or later in the week
*DONAHUE NBC-TV, Mon., April 8, 1985 (New York)
A.M. CHICAGO WLS-TV, Tues., April 9, 1985
*HOUR MAGAZINE, Wed., April 17, 1985 (Los Angeles)
A.M. PHILADELPHIA WPVI-TV, Wed., April 17, 1985
PUBLIC TELEVISION, 8 P.M., Fri., April 26, 1985 (Miami)
PEOPLE ARE TALKING WJZ-TV, Tues., May 7, 1985
(Bahimore)
PEOPLE ARE TALKING KYW-TV, Wed., May 8, 1985
(Philadelphia)
PEOPLE ARE TALKING WBZ-TV, Thurs., May 9, 1985
(Boston)
A.M. SAN FRANCISCO KGO-TV, Frid., May 24, 1985
A.M. Northwest katu-TV, Fri., June 14, 1985 (Portland)
GOOD COMPANY KING-TV, Mon., June 17, 1985 (seattle)
NEWSMAKERS KMGH-TV, Mon., June 24, 1985 (Denver)
NOON EDITION KCTV, Tues., June 2p, 1985 (Kansas City)
KELLY ANDCOMPAA~WXYZ-TV, Fri.,June28, (Detroit)
*SONYA WDIV-TV, Fri., June 28, 1985 (Detroit)
GOOD COMPANY KSTP-TV, Wed., July 3, 1985
(Minnea~lis/St. Paul)

* indicates nationally syndicated shows
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Is the human race an ·i nkction on
thep"lanet?
.
· _I . . . .
· □ YES
□ NO ·:·
!

!

Send your reply to:
.

.

Sand.spur Poll: Infcction?
Campus Box 2742

